11 Bookbinding, albums, letter files, binders

11a Stapling machines, implements and methods
11b Paper-cutting machines and cardboard shears for single sheets or stacked sheets
11c Bookbinding implements, machines and methods
11e Albums, letter files, letter binders, paper punches, letter cases, folders of all kinds, paper holders, newspaper holders, calendars, note pads, equipment for stamp collecting, card indexes

11a Stapling machines, implements and methods (for attaching garment fasteners and inserting garment eyelets 3c-11, 3d-37/00; for the manufacture of crates and boxes of wood 38d-5; for the manufacture of cardboard boxes 54a-8 – 54a-11; for the manufacture of tags 54b-8; joining of paper sheets by means of perforations or corrugations 54d-4/03; hole punching and eyelet setting machines and devices for footwear 71c-101/00 – 71c-101/04; devices and machines for loosening ties 81c-19; nailing devices, general 87a-18)

11a-1 Fastening methods (54d-4/03)
11a-2 Thread stitching machines with straight needles
11a-3 Thread stitching machines with curved needles
11a-4 Thread stitching machines with formation of safety knots
11a-5 Wire staplers in general (38d-5; 54a-8 – 54a-11)
11a-6 Wire staplers with automatic staple formation
11a-7 Eyelet fastening machines (3c-11; 3d-37/02; 54b-8; 71c-60; 71c-61; 71c-101/00 – 71c-101/04; 71c-105/00)
11a-8 Machines for pre-punching folded sheet layers
11a-9 Machines for making thread loops on paper sheets (81c-19)
11a-10 Thread fastening implements
11a-11 Wire stapling implements

11b Paper-cutting machines and cardboard shears for single sheets or stacked sheets (paper-cutting machines 55e-4 – 55e-6, 55e-8; for fabric webs, tapestry and linoleum 8f)

Paper cutting machines

11b-1 with simple cut
11b-2 with multiple cut
11b-3 with automatic pressing device
11b-4 for registered cuts
11b-5 for coupons, etc.
11b-6 with guards
11b-7 with cut indicators
11b-8 for strip cutting, diagonal cutting and rounding off the corners of book blocks
11b-9 for cutting-out holes (punches 54a-3; 54d-2)
11b-10 Cardboard shears
11b-11 Implements for trimming paper (57c-13/03)
11c  Bookbinding implements, machines and methods (for stitching 11a; for trimming 11b; folding machines 15e)

11c-1  Machines and methods for binding books
11c-2  Collating machines
11c-3  Machines for making book backs and covers (application of glue, etc. on paper and cardboard 54d-6; making lined board 55f-1)
11c-4  Decorating in bookbinding
11c-5  Bookbinding implements (54d-6; 55f-1)


11d-1  Books (reading rolls 70d-11/30)
11d-2  Book bindings
11d-3  Book covers
11d-4  Book cover protectors
11d-5  Bookmarks
11d-6  Book index tabs
11d-7  Library catalogues

11e  Albums, letter files, letter binders, paper punches, letter cases, folders of all kinds, paper holders, newspaper holders, calendars, note pads, equipment for stamp collecting, card indexes

11e-1  Albums in general
11e-2  Closures for albums (44b-42)
11e-3/01  Sheets for albums
11e-3/02  Corner pieces for fastening pictures, etc. in albums
11e-4  Newspaper holders
11e-5  Newspaper binders
11e-6  Calendar blocks (42n-12)
11e-7  Note pads (15i-4)

11e-8/01 Paper punches for file binders
11e-8/02 without reinforcement, general
11e-8/03 without reinforcement, with adjustable punch
11e-8/04 with edge reinforcement
11e-9  Notching fasteners
11e-10/01 Paper punches in file binders

11e-11  Non-piercing sheet fasteners
11e-12  Letter cases with devices for ordering their contents (wallets, general 33b-1/01)

11e-13/01  Letter files in folder form
11e-13/02  in case form
11e-13/03  with suspending devices for cards, folders, etc. (11e-24)
11e-13/04  Rotatable and slidable
11e-13/05  Letter basket stacks

11e-14  Non-piercing letter files

11e-14  Letter files with clamps, without perforations (11e-23, 11e-25)
11e-15  Letter files with wires, cords, etc. in the letter fold
11e-16  Letter files in which the letters are glued

**Sheet-piercing letter files**
11e-17  Letter files with rigid, contacting, curved, pivoted pins
11e-18  Letter files with rigid pins of any form and arrangement
11e-19  Letter files with pins and tubes, telescoping perpendicularly to cover plane
11e-20  Letter files with pins and tubes telescoping in any manner
11e-21  Letter files with movable relatively staggered pins

Letter files with elastic filing means
11e-22/01  with sheet metal strips
11e-22/02  with cords
11e-22/03  with chains and springs
11e-22/04  with fasteners
11e-22/05  with tension strips
11e-23  Letter files with clamping devices and perforation (11e-14)
11e-24  Letter files with letter fastening by means of inserts, suspended fasteners for folders (11e-13/03)
11e-25  Non-piercing letter holders (11e-14, 11e-15)
11e-26/01  Sheet-piercing letter holders, note holders (11e-17 – 11e-23)
11e-26/02  Supports for loose-leaf books
11e-27  Stamp collecting equipment, etc.

**Card indexes, index cards, card index boxes**
11e-28/01  Vertical indexes
11e-28/02  Scaled indexes
11e-28/03  Support blocks and walls for index boxes
11e-28/04  Tabs (15d-42/01 – 15d-42/40)
11e-28/05  Selecting devices in card indexes (43a-41/02)